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Abstract. When flight time is not available, flight simulators are an effective
task rehearsal tool used by the military to train and maintaining aviator profi-
ciency. Unfortunately, the physical characteristics of traditional simulator
architectures prevent their use in most operational environments. Previous
research has demonstrated that the embedded training (ET) simulator concept is
viable but also has limitations in the display of immersive visuals (Lennerton,
2004). Recent advancements in virtual display devices and aircraft design can
overcome challenges of the past and should rapidly advance the realization of ET
simulators. However, the ability of technology to provide an ET solution must be
supported by user acceptance and confidence that effective training transfer will
occur with such a system. This effort explored the feasibility of using a modern,
user worn, 3D, projection based Augmented Reality (AR) system as the visual
interface for a hypothetical ET system with two fixed wing and one rotary wing
aircraft. Eight Naval Aviation Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) were given a
preflight questionnaire, participated in a simulated flight using the AR display,
and completed a post-flight questionnaire. Results indicated that both the ET
concept and the prototype AR system were highly regarded.

1 Introduction

An important outcome of training is knowledge of a process or task. Currency maintains
a minimum performance level by requiring recall of the task. The value of proficiency is
skillful execution of the task resulting in optimum performance. Significant resources
are used to teach military aviators mission tasks and to maintain proficiency; both are
becoming difficult due to the current resource constrained environment. Military cur-
rencies are evolved from resource constraints and are established to maintain an
expected level of performance by repeating a previously learned task within a set period
of time. Proficiency is different. Proficiency by definition implies a level of familiarity
with a task resulting in confident and skillful execution despite increases in physical or
mental workload. Psychological research demonstrates that task repetition followed by
long or perhaps extended large currency periods is not enough to promote optimum
proficiency and will result in the degradation of skills (Rose, 1989). Military deploy-
ments are notorious for creating proficiency gaps. Survey responses from fourteen
F/A-18 Hornet squadrons highlighted the need for a Deployable Mission Rehearsal
Trainer, revealing a large operator focus on the perishability of tactical proficiency. One
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of the issues cited was the lack of training opportunities (Betts, 2008). Proficiency is
achieved prior to deployment, but due to challenging operational environments,
restrictions, and lack of training aids it is not possible to maintain optimum proficiency
over the duration of a deployment. The Navy is increasing its standard deployment
duration from six months to eight months, and during the War on Terror some
deployment lengths reached ten months (Fellman, 2014). In an environment of longer
deployments with fewer resources and known challenges to maintaining proficiency, the
use of simulators is likely to increase.

Considerable research has focused on simulation based training as a tool to
maintain proficiency because it is less dangerous and costly than actual flying. As a
result, the military has made significant investments in building realistic simulators.
Incremental improvements to hardware and visual display quality are frequent, but the
architecture has not evolved at the same rate much resulting in designs that continue to
require dedicated buildings for simulator training. Modern flight simulators are
essentially Spatially Immersive Displays (SID) incorporating a replica cockpit for pilot
interaction. SIDs are designed to surround the user in an immersive panoramic Field of
View (FOV), with graphics generally projected by bulky fixed front or rear projection
display units (Stanney and Cohn, 2008). However, SIDs do not track pilot head
movement so while current simulators render dynamic views relating to aircraft
movement, the visuals are static to the movements of the pilot within the aircraft
(Lennnerton, 2004). Embedded simulators are an alternative to traditional simulators,
capable of improving aviator proficiency while being more scalable.

The scalability of embedded simulators is ideally suited to increasing the number of
platforms available for instructional training and task proficiency. Both the Army and
Air Force see the value in embedded simulation, putting their own emphasis on
research (Blank, 2005; PR Newswire, 2014). Previous research used chroma key
display technology to validate the concept’s effectiveness and user acceptance of
embedded simulation (Lennerton, 2004). A follow on study demonstrated embedded
simulation was capable of training Crew Resource Management (CRM) and initial low
level navigation, validating its potential to support initial pilot training (Kulakowski,
2004). Both studies made initial attempts to incorporate a head tracking system
designed to provide a natural viewpoint of external visuals (Kulakowski, 2004). Due to
technological immaturity, the head-mounted camera concept was bulky and induced
depth perception issues when looking inside the cockpit. Based on the demonstrated
potential, this effort explored the feasibility of using a modern, user worn, 3D, pro-
jection based Augmented Reality (AR) system as the visual interface for a hypothetical
embedded training system.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

A total of Eight Naval Aviation Subject Matter Experts participated in this evaluation
of the AR system. All participants were experienced Naval Aviators and were qualified
to fly at least one of the aircraft used for this study.
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2.2 Apparatus

Augmented Reality. A CastAR prototype display system developed by Technical
Illusions was used with three Navy aircraft for this investigation. CastAR consists of
three main components: stereoscopic enabling projection glasses, retro-reflective
material, and a computer to process head movements and generate visual presentation.

Aircraft. Two fixed wing and one rotary wing aircraft were used for this study. The
E/A-18G (Grolwer), E/A-6B (Prowler), and H-60S (Seahawk).

Projection Glasses. The projector glasses incorporate three technologies in order to
provide the user stereoscopic views of a synthetic environment. First, two
micro-projectors are located on the frame over the corresponding viewing eye project
the virtual environment. Second, an IR camera located on the bridge of the glasses
provides sub-millimeter head tracking accuracy with the potential of 360 degree motion
when used in combination of multiple IR faducial panels. Finally, the glasses use
shutter lenses which refresh at 120 Hz and provide different perspectives for each eye
in order to generated and the illusion of a three dimensional picture in space.

Retro-Reflective Material. CastAR’s viewing surface is provided by retro-reflective
material is commonly used to provide reflective surface for safety vests and other
products. This material is capable of returning 90 % of the light that hits it back in the
direction it from which it arrived, the projectors in the case of the CastAR system.

Hardware and Virtual Environment. The system was controlled with a gaming-quality
laptop with the Unity 3D game engine. The system also processed head movements
and generated the virtual environment. A standard game controller was used to provide
flight control. Only one faducial was used and placement areas were limited for each
aircraft. This restricted head tracking to approximately 120 degrees for each platform.
Approximate instantaneous fields of view as observed by the aviators for each of the
aircraft tested are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Surveys. Pre- and post-flight surveys were used to elicit SME input concerning a
range of areas including their level of experience, perspective on visual systems for
embedded training and the capabilities of embedded training. The post-flight ques-
tionnaire also queried ratings of the CastAR display system. All surveys followed
criteria described in the Questionnaire Construction Manual (Dyer, Matthews, Wright
and Yudowitch, 1976) and the Questionnaire Construction Manual Annnex (Babbitt

Fig. 1. Representative instantaneous FOV for the EA-6B, H-60; and F-18
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and Nystrom, 1989). Volunteers were also given the opportunity to provide written
feedback about their experience.

2.3 Procedures

All aircraft used for this evaluation were made safe by qualified maintenance personnel.
Retro-reflective material was fitted to the outside of each aircraft’s canopy (Fig. 2).
After the material was in place, the CastAR system was placed in the aircraft and
activated. Volunteers were asked to complete a preflight survey. After the preflight,
participants were seated in the aircraft and donned the CastAR glasses. The flight
simulation began and participants were asked to control the virtual aircraft, look around
the cockpit, and to note characteristics of the AR environment (Fig. 2). After 15 min,
participants removed the glasses and disembarked the aircraft. The participants then
completed a post-flight questionnaire.

3 Results

Descriptive statistics were used to determine mean responses from the pre and
post-flight questionnaires. Responses for all but three categories (day ship landings,
night ship landings, and air combat maneuvering) were initially rated at least neutral.
While not significantly different, post-flight perceptions concerning the utility of ET
systems for familiarization and tactical functions were rated higher for all items with
the exception of air combat maneuvering (the rating remained the same). Consideration
that CastAR is an emerging technology, it was important to evaluate the system’s
interference with the physical components of the cockpit environment (glass displays,
instruments, kneeboard, switches, breakers, and flight controls). In all cases, interfer-
ence was rated at the bottom of the scale the exception of flight helmet.

Fig. 2. Retro-reflective material placed on the canopy of an E/A-18G and an aviator in an
E/A-6B preparing to view the AR environment through CastAR
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4 Discussion

The initial goal of this effort was to determine the conceptual feasibility of using a
system such as CastAR system as an interface for deployable ET systems in support of
Naval Aviation. Overall, the system performed exceptionally well and received high
ratings from the participants concerning familiarization and tactical flight tasks.

In order to achieve an understanding of how aviators view embedded training and
their view the CastAR display system, SMEs were asked to provide a feasibility
assessment concerning the use of embedded simulation for a variety of aviation tasks.
Results revealed that on average, SMEs at least “agreed” (4 on the scale) that
embedded training could be used to train emergency procedures, crew resource man-
agement (CRM), basic flight, mission rehearsal for navigation, and mission rehearsal
for weapons deployment. If areas averaging greater than neutral (neither agree nor
disagree) but less than agreement are included, the list of tasks expands to include day
field landings, night field landings, night ship operations, search and rescue,
anti-submarine warfare (ASW), low level navigation, tactical formations (TACFORM),
and aerial refueling. When the post-flight SME results(after CastAR prototype use) are
compared to preflight estimations, participants reported more positive estimation of an
embedded system’s ability to accomplish training tasks in 12 of the 18 areas with an
additional 2 remaining at least equal to their initial estimation of embedded training. An
examination of the two areas in which participants reported a decrease in system utility
was revealed to be marginal. The results presented above suggest that the group of
naval aviators queried had a generally high estimation of the potential of an embedded
system to provide the environment needed to preform important familiarization and
tactical flight tasks. Perhaps more importantly, SME experiences with the CastAR
prototype in most cases equaled or exceeded initial estimations, suggesting that the
novel approach used, with continued development, could serve as the visual display
system for embedded training. Finally, one of the great litmus tests of technology is
user acceptance. The favorable remarks offered by the SMEs suggest that aviators
understand and would value embedded training and that a device such as CastAR has
the potential for providing the visual display for such a system.

5 Conclusion

Proficiency is important to maintaining a high level of operator performance. This is
especially important in aviation, where seemingly minor mistakes can have cata-
strophic results. In an environment of where increased deployment lengths and
extended intervals between training are likely, it is important to acknowledge the
potential for a decrease pilot proficiency and mission readiness. The use of embedded
simulation can be an effective method of providing aviators the training they need and
can use while deployed. In addition to being portable, embedded simulation with AR
facilitates realistic training by combining actual equipment and a synthetic environment
providing a sense of presence to the user which they would not experience otherwise.
While numerous hurdles such as understanding the effects of sea state on an embedded
training system or the aircraft modifications required to enable a system such as
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CastAR’s use as a pilot-simulation interface, the potential to provide deployable
embedded training through the use of real aircraft cockpits surrounded by a virtual
environment is a now firmly in the realm of the possible.
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